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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants like Emanuel
Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers of our
Lord Jesus.

Ongoing themes: introspection – self examination.

Contacts and Comments
We received friendly and useful responses to Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 3 [now
in three languages]. Responses will be published to the incoming order,
again.

Maria from Italy
Gerard

Dear Mr. Gerard,

Maria from Italy
Gerard

Dear Mr. Gerard,
I am really looking forward that I can read the Lorber International journal again on
the computer and don’t need written paper sheets anymore. I will transfer 25 € as
the smallest amount.
Sincerely,
Maria from Italy.

Answer
Good Maria,
Many thanks for this gift. I can use this very well, as more and more translation costs
arise.
Best regards, G.
======================================

Klaus Opitz from Germany
Regarding the theme the Flood: see Hannelore Winkler – ‘Sinflood – decrypt from
the learntext since 2000 years before Christ.’ Text collection: Sumer, old Babylonia,
Judea - Israel, Greece, Roman Empire and Empire Austria 19th century - LIT
Publishing House, 448 pages, printed with the support of Jakob Lorber-promotion
work e.V. See: www.JESUS2030.de under new books.
It seems that the JLIB is published monthly. Would you tell us your editorial deadline,
every 15th or 20th of the each month? So we can offer our proposition text in time.
Best regards, Klaus

Answer
Dear Klaus,
We appreciate it very much that all delivered text, preferably in the first week from the
15th day until the 20th day of the month] after receiving the JLIB-Bulletin, are sent to

us, so that we can start processing and translating them. Thank you for this remark.
G.
======================================

N.N. from The Netherlands
It seems difficult, to me, to prevent "discussions" in this bulletin, because at some
text or responses I put question marks. (raise questions to me) For example the text
from Giuseppe on a book about ‘professionals topic 'sexuality'. Who o who, is a
greater ‘professional' than Jesus?! Such an opinion I read with great astonishment.
The tone of that specific piece of text I find reproachful. That is not in love, I think
right away.Do you know what I mean?
These are my first responses for now,
Yours sincerely, N.N.
N.N. from the Netherlands

Answer
Dear N.N.,
Here you hit the nail on the head. I can underline what you emphasize. There is none
other than the Lord, is our professional. Also, I felt bad at that time for chosing that
word, in the translation of German to Dutch, for describing the word ‘Expert' as
professional.
(allow me to confess]. With regard to the tone of that article, is not explicitly stated in
my nature. I really like to receive such [constructive] comments in this bulletin. We
can learn a lot about it. Thank you again for this good remark.
Yours sincerely, G.
======================================

Al l. Lima Filho from Brazil

Hi.
I’m actually part of the organization that publishes the New Revelationbooks here in
Brazil. We call ourselves Neoteosophy Union and our site is www.neoteosofia.org.br

We distribute the books printed, in PDF, EPUB and Kindle for everyone interested
without any cost. I’m now working on the EPUB version of the Great Gospel of John
Volume I.
I was thinking about using short versions of the titles for this book. It is the only one
that has very long titles. Did Lorber also receive the titles for each work, or were they
introduced later by the publishers?

Answer
Hi All. L. Lima Filho,
You do a good job. We have viewed your site. There are beautiful sounding songs on
it. We are very excited about this. All titles as Jakob Lorber received this from the
Lord, are original and not added later on. This makes everything so special. We wish
you all the best and may God's blessings rest upon the spread of his teachings. G.
======================================

Rudy Vercauteren from Belgium
Dear Gerard,
hopefully you had a cozy and consciously experienced Christmas, in the meantime.
Now the holidays are over I have summarized my thoughts from the past 20 years
(see annex). You may, if you consider it useful, publish this annex in the newsletter.
Still my best wishes - Rudy Vercauteren
0032(0)36589544
0032(0)498705743

vercauterenr@gmail.com

Jesus' year of birth
My quest for the year of birth of Jesus came from trying to figure out how the human part of
Jesus could be situated, based on astrology. My reasoning is as follows:
The time of birth of Jesus, as we read in the book "the childhood of Jesus", happened when
the moon was full and stood just above the horizon. Joseph, who went to find a midwife in
Bethlehem, told on his return that whole of nature remained silent (stood still) for several
minutes.
The first Christians and the remaining present Christians in the Middle East celebrate
Christmas on January 6.
The Romans have, at the introduction of Christianity as an official religion (beginning 4the
century), based their calculations of year of birth of Jesus Christ on the seven years old
Roman census at least 300 years earlier and have miscounted the number of censuses
when wrongly assumed that the Roman calendar started 7 years from the actual year of birth
of Jesus, at that time.
Astronomers have discoverd that every 243.5 years a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn can
be seen on the earth for three days. Using the computer program Skyglobe 3.6 I have found:
located the time of full moon and the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn as well
The full moon rose around 22:00 .That’s why we can assume that the hour of birth of Jesus
must have been around 22:30 on 6 January of the year 6 BC. There were no retrograde
planets at that time.Jupiter and Saturn conjunct the sign of PISCES at that time, which had a

possible connotation with the fish symbol used by the early Christians as sign. Below the
astrological birth chart (horoscope) of Jesus Christ*. I have been written down a report of this
horoscope using some astrology books but can also be reviewed by others, more
experienced and also Jesus ' friendly people.
The science of astrology, also practiced by the three wise men from East, highly regarded
since ancient times, is through the centuries, mostly degenerated to an occult and world's
forecasting system.
The characterology (soul) and the medical astrology (body) are useful applications of
astrology. Concerning the predictions of astrologers, I consider that as useless, unnecessary,
unreliable and annoying for normal human development.
However, the three wise men were able to find the Lord in Bethlehem thanks to their astrological
calculations, predictions and searches. Apparently exceptions are allowed if the Lord wants it.
Rudy Vercauteren, 3 januari 2016

Answer
Best Rudy,
I did not post the horoscope drawing* because it would take up too much space. Others, who
are interested, can possibly contact you about this. Your article sounds very acceptable.
However, according to Jakob Lorber the Lord was not born on 6 January but on 7 January in
the Jewish year 4151 around midnight. [This makes a big difference of 24 hours!] That this
happened before midnight is clear!
The only date of full moon, in the period aroud the birth of Jesus, we can find in the new and
most advanced professional astronomical Redshift 8 Premium program.

At January 7,

8 BC the moon was full for 99.1%.The year 8 BC seems a very special
year to me. I couldn’t find anything in that program about the year 6 BC!
Also is looked at the date of a complete Lunar Eclipse at the time of child Jesus in Egypt.
When the child Jesus stayed in Ostracine [in Egypt] not far from the Israeli border, there was
a full Lunar Eclipse. Here we prefer to use the time of the complete
Lunar Eclipse, when the child Jesus was almost two years old. This
was on november 18 in 7 BC to 03.03 [Midnight].
At that time a Lunar Eclipse occurred, that ended at exactly 06:37 hours, and lasted 3
hours! [see childhood of Jesus (revealed in 175, verse 24]. This is also in line with the
information we have set out in detail in the previous edition about the year of birth of Jesus.
In the year 19 n. CHR. and the year 24 n. CHR. [at 10.59 hours – Jerusalem] a total solar
eclipse took place, for a short time.This would refer to 6 BC! There was no Solar Eclipse at
the time of death of Jesus! No other data is found, around the birth of Jesus, than those just
mentioned. Here we use of astronomy to determen solar and lunar eclipses and all moon
phases. Other astronomical programs are also tested, but strangely it turned out not to have
the same alignment to each other. This should be! This raises some questions.
The Lord himself says on the theme of astrology in the Johannes revelations: As said, from
your time calculations only the seven to seven days continuously changing moon
quarters, the emerging week from it, the time of a moon and the duration of a year, are
true and right,…. ‘. [GGJ6-96-12]

Therefore I think that ,the full moon phase at the time of birth (hour) of Jesus' is very
important. Apparently this is now astronomical double outdated in twofold. [even though the
opinions are still divided by to lack of ‘good’ astronomical software, that not match eachother]
And this allows us to close this theme.

Offered: German Jakob-Lorber-books for free. Shipping
only after porto and packaging costs, depending on the
weight!

Please indicate which books you want. We offer:
The great Gospel, Part 1-11
The prophet Jakob Lorber
Heavenly gifts, Part 1
The household of God, Part 1-3
The spiritual Sun, 1 and 2
Bishop Martin
The threshold on that side
Heaven and hell
Youth of Jeus - [all books only in the German lanquage!] -

======================================

Dear friends,
This time we received two very important themes about homosexuality.
Brother Wilfried Schlätz and Klaus Opitz have always indicated the
source of information in their articles, so you can go deeper into the
matter. We like to thank them for this great work.

HOMOSEXUALITY

Klaus Opitz

What does the New Revelations say about homosexuality?
To start: What do the churches say?
SYNOD. Protestant Church marries homosexuals
“Homosexual couples may marry in the Protestant churches in the Rhijnland,
from now on.
The marriage of the same sex is also registered in the church book. That Synod of
the two largest Evangelical churches decided this on Friday in Bad Neuenahr with the
necessary two-thirds majority. 198 synods voted in favor of the changes in the
ecclesiastical Code with two votes against and 11 abstentions.
In the rheinische Church only blessings of same-gender sex couples were possible,
Up to now. The wedding ceremony can now also be registered retroactively.
Condition to get married in the Church is that at least one of the partners must be a
member of the Protestant Church ... (dpa/Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger vom 16/17.1.2016))

In "YOUCAT", youth Catechism of the Catholic Church of 2010, is set out:
415) "How does the Church look at homosexuality?
“God created man as male and female and destined them for each other in a bodily
way as well. The Church accepts without reservation those who experience
homosexual feelings. They (people who are experiencing homosexual feelings)
should not be unjustly discriminated against because of that. At the same time, the
Church declares that all homosexual relations in any form are contrary to the
order of creation.“ (Youcat, 415) [2358-2359] > 65
"What does the Bible and the New Revelations say about homosexuality?”
Old Testament:
“You

shall not lie with a man as one does with a woman. It is an abomination”.
(Leviticus 18,22) (and Leviticus 20,13)

New Testament:
For this reason God gave them up to dishonorable passions. Their women
exchanged the natural function for which is against nature. Likewise the men,
abandoned the natural function of the woman, burned in their lust toward one
another, men with men committing indecent shameful acts, and receiving in
themselves the due penalty of their error. (so it shall be) [Romans 1:26-27]

The New Revelation:
The Lord: ’…Behold, the pure thought in your head about things which are still concealed by
the dark future before your spirit, can be compared to a man who wants to procreate a

living fruit in a man as he can do it in a woman, which at the same time would
also be the largest sinful fornication!’ [HHG-3-31-13]
`But the very most shameful whoring consists of the violation of boys and of the
sullying of other limbs and parts of the female body, as are ordained by God[for that
purpose of procreation], or even in the violation of animals; such violators are to be
completely eradicated from all human societies for ever`. (GGJ.03_068,09)
`Therefore it will be said to you in all truth, that male and female fornicators, adulterers and
adulteresses and lecherousers of all kinds and all genders will with great difficulty or not
at all find an entrance to My kingdom` (GGJ.04_230,05)

As surely God lives and whose Word through my mouth comes to you,so
shall everything you desire now as a heaven full of pleasure and
seduces your hearts , will soon become a hell of most horrible kind to
you and all your kind! the Lord did not give the flesh this sense as a
necessity, but as a quality for a balanced and wise use. Those who make
a necessity out of it, are miserable sinners. [...] The Grace of God
abandons his heart, becouse he obeys the stupid law of the fleshand and
builded a heaven goats and dogs according to the justice of death and
judgment. [Heaven and Hell - RB.02_203,15f tot 18)]
“The marriage is first, the first discipline in which humanity must be conceived
since they should ever come to a higher order!
Marriage is a free unity of two hearts, two souls, two spirits, from where
someday the great Union in Me and with mySelf should emerge as an purpose
of all being"…
But when and how should this be archieved if the seed not received in first
place, by a well-ordered and correct marriage and by its induced conception?
So comprehend, those who can understand it!
By sexual abuse, lust and harlotery of the flesh also by adultery of any kind, no
fruit can be conceived for God! – That's why it is such a sin for I, God the Lord
am the highest and most perfect Order and therefore cannot admit, that the
man, as the end of all My creation, should be conceived as frogs in stinky
pools. Understand that, those who can comprehend! Amen." (Gifts from
Heaven 02_47.06.10, 12)

In the responsibility of the churches, as to every individual Christian, it is not so
much about to sacrifice the spirit of time but mostly focusing to live their lives to the
teachings of Jesus'.
Lord says in Gifts from Heaven:
“A church is only a church, if they learn My will and preaches life in name of
love, that on the Cross bled for the whole earth, yes for the whole of creation."
(Gifts from Heaven, part 1, the true Church, 01,01)

Continuing contacts and reactions:
Wilfried Schlätz from Germany
Dear Gerard,
1. Many thanks for sending the first three editions of JLIB! Brother Klaus Opitz
has urged me to support your new JLIB, what I love to do from now on
because the international contact and exchange through Jakob Lorber in the
already started focusing time, the personal return of Jesus is especially
important to me, with friends of the Jesus Revelations through Jakob Lorber!
2. Attached my article: A3214- (Homosexuality) my contribution.
3. Remarks about the individual person of Lucifer.

3.1. Emanuel Swedenborg (ES) denied the existence of all ancient-created angels
(Raphael, Michael, Gabriel, Zuriel) and also the existence of Lucifer;
3.2. ES: "Heaven and Hell":
311. PEOPLE in the Christian world are totally unaware that heaven and hell come
from the human race. They actually believe that angels were created in the beginning
and constitute heaven, and that the devil or Satan was an angel of light who became
rebellious and was cast out together with his faction, and that this gave rise to hell.
Angels are utterly amazed that there can be this kind of belief in the Christian world,
and even more so that people know absolutely nothing about heaven, even though
this is a primary doctrine of the church. Knowing that this kind of ignorance is pre
valent, they are profoundly delighted that it has now pleased the Lord to re veal to us
so much about heaven — and about hell as well—and so as much as possible to
dispel the darkness that is rising daily because this church is drawing to a close. So
they want me to testify on their behalf that in all heaven there is not a single angel
who was created as such in the beginning, nor is there in all hell a devil who was
created as an angel of light and cast out. Rather, all the people in heaven and in hell
are from the human race—in heaven the ones who have lived in heavenly love and

faith, and in hell the ones who have lived in hellish love and faith. Hell as a whole is
what is called the devil and Satan. The hell at the back, where the people called evil
demons live, is the devil, and the hell that is in front, where the people live who are
called evil spirits, is Satana…
544. People in the world still believe that there is a devil who rules the hells and that
he was created as an angel of light but was cast into hell with his gang after he led a
rebellion. The reason for this belief is that the Word talks about the devil and Satan,
and about Lucifer as well; and in these cases the Word is understood literally.
However, in these passages the devil and Satan mean hell. The devil means the hell
toward the rear where the worst people live, the people called evil demons; and
Satan means the hell that is tow a rd the front where the less malevolent people live,
the people called evil spirits. Lucifer means the people who a re from Babel or
Babylon, the ones who extend their control all the way into heaven. We can also see
that there is no devil to whom the hells are subject from the fact that all the people
who are in the hells, like all the people in the heavens, are from the human, […]
see the numbers 311 to 317]…
3.3. ES: "True Christian religion":
121. That the ANGELS are not PURE to God is shown by the prophetical writings of
the Word and also in Job; there it also states: that there is no angel who was not
previously a human being.

3.4. ES has only spoken with the new, become angels who all formerly have lived on
Earth as human. But ES has not spoken with the ancient old Angels e.g Raphael
and Michael.
3.5. Also in the words of Jesus through Jakob Lorber [JL] there are some texts, in
which apparently the ancient created individual fallen satan is rejected. Whenever
one considers this more exactly, only on these places the primitive understanding of
the Devil, (how this lived among the Jews and how this occurred in the middle ages
and also appear in fairy tales [the devil in our size with horns and horsefoot) is
rejected! The individual big Lucifer, who froze to matter as the greatest soul and is
now the greatest material creation of man, is shown by Jesus in many places:
3.6. Jesus by JL:
I say, 'now, hear all the big secret! This man in his total shape is the originally
[ancient] created spirit which the Bible calls Lucifer (light bearer).. He is still in full
possession of his great self awarenes but no longer in the possession of his primal
force. He is caught and judged in all his parts. Only one way is free to him the way
to My father's heart. For any other way however he is judged and as good as dead
and unable to move a foot or a hand hair's breadth .[Heaven and hell – RB-2-301-6]
[Heaven and Hell - RB-2-301-10] Just in this globe, and only at dot Earth, is now the
whole life of this largest originally [ancient] created spirit confined . There he wants
to discourage himself and whe he returns to me, his primal life will released
again and this great man will be free like there's a totally free life blowing through

him. But would this original spirit of My creation persist in his pridefull
stubbornness this arrangement can, as it is now, also last forever. Or at least as
long, until the whole matter in a new, endlessly reproduced souls- and spirits life will
be resolved.
GGJ.04_105,01] (The Lord:) “Behold, just like people are now becoming to such an
extend full of matter by selflove, by haughtiness and by the thereby resulting
imperiousness, that they for many thousand times thousands of years cannot be
completely freed there of, - in the same manner primordial created spirits
existed, who also became too self-loving, selfish, arrogant and finally
imperious by the impulse given to them, and the result was, that they changed
into the purest matter.
3.7. See also my article: 'Does a ancient created, individual and fallen Lucifer exist?'
in the magazine 'DAS WORT' 1999/3 + 4 in www.jakob-lorber.org (left menu column:
"Das Wort")
4. According to my calculations the flood took place in the year 2495 BC see my
article: "the earliest history of mankind and Egypt' in: "DAS WORT "1991,3 + 4.
5. According to my knowledge there is no place within the total writings of Jesus, in
which Jesus in concrete terms says, when, according to our current time calculation,
the exact year of birth of his earthly body, took place (e.g., in the year-or-6 or 7-4-1 or
0 or or ....). but it was only in the afterlife after reaching the complete rebirth, we have
access to the heavenly archives".Therefore we will know exactly when our current
time of his earthly year of birth was or the exact time of the flood! Because Jesus has
not revealed to us yet. So it shall be For our main course: the creation of the
childhood of God , not that important!
Warmest blessing greetings!
Your Wilfried

Answer
Dear Wilfried,

Many thanks for this great efford, this means a lot to me. Concerning point 4, I wrote
to Albert, 'that according my calculations the flood took place in 1656 after Adam',
which is exactly 2495 BC [1656 + 2495 = 4151]. Happily we agree about this.
Point 5: Both Rudy and in Oene only astronomical reasons were considered when
Jesus could be born. Jakob Lorber gives us some [open] clues about this, also
precisely as, where Jesus had stayed in Palestine, although nothing is to be found
about it anymore but in some places, from archaeological and geographical point of
view – nothing is verified. The answer I specified in the answer at Rudy and I this
concludes this theme also.

There to be said: how impressive the astronomical calculations are and with what we
know through Jakob Lorber, thus exactly agree. Actually you are right: the main goal
should always be reaching the Sonship of God. This must always be emphasized,
every man for himself individually. With point 3 I would like to explain myself further
because it seems to me more complex, than at Lorber. At Hans de Heij I have
already expressed a lot more in such connextion. (G).
======================================

Maria Luise Kleindienst from Switserland
Hello,
Thanks for the interesting information. We produce for more than 30 years Sunglobuli [sunremedies or sunmedicine] and with lovingly handcraft made, exactly
according to the guidelines of Jakob Lorber. We would be delighted if we may put a
link in your publications and homepage. The Lorberfriends around the world need to
know this, that we exist!
With warm regards and God bless you,
Maria Luise Kleindienst
MIRON Violett-Glas

SUNHAND Sonnen-Produkte

MIRON GmbH
info@miron.ch
www.miron.ch

SUNHAND GmbH
info@sunhand.ch
www.sunhand.ch

Picardiestrasse 1
CH-5040 Schöftland
T +41 (0) 62 721 70 00
NEU! [NEW]

Success needs strong partners – After more than twenty successful years in distribution of
our violet-glass and Suns-arcana products, through the company MIRON GmbH, we will take
care of the intern part of our products from 1-1-2016.
The MIRON violet glass-products will now be handled through the MIRON GmbH. The Swiss
customers will be supplied (remain unchanged) from our warehouse in Schöftland. NEW for
customers from other countries: suplied by the main storage depot in the Netherlands. NEW
solar products will no longer appear under the name MIRON, but as SUNHAND GMBH; so
till now from our depot in Schöftland (CH) and Wolfurt (AT) Schöftland (CH) delivery will take
place.
The carefully selected name SUNHAND should pay attention to the importance of the
insolation and that the manufacture is manual work made by hand and is lovingly done. We
assure you personally that our long-standing and well proven staff continue to work in the
processing of the same products and with the highest quality in the same spirit, and love with
the power of the Sun, only with SUNHAND. We are happy to be of service to you!

Maria Luise Kleindeinst and Wolfgang Kirisits

Answer
Good Marie Luise and good Wolfgang Kirisits,

Thanks for your participationand good works in the medicamentprocedure of the Sunglobuli, [sungranules] as Jakob Lorber by the Lord Jesus Christ has informed us and
has described in the book: "the healing power of sunlight'. At home we still have a
few Sun granules in the emergency stock. As first aid [ICA]-and with prayer! this sun
remedy can achieve much in difficult times. We will also put a link to our home page.
Thanks for this indication! G.
======================================

Claudio Graf from Germany
Hello, be greeted.
You have contributed good articles. How did you get my address and that I should be
interested in this? Thank you already for the reply.
Best regards, Claudio Graf

Answer
Dear Claudio,

We are in possession of a large number of email addresses [ca. 300] from people
who are interested in Jakob Lorber, acquaintances, friends, and even some
theologians. Many emailareses are very old [2005] and some returned, as 'no-longerin-function' [sender unknown]. In various correspondences under the Lorber-readers
old data is 'automatically stored' also. It is therefore no longer completely to
determine how I got your emailadres because many of these old and new emails
[also by Giuseppe – 195] are 'sorted' and processed alphabetically .And if it should
be appreciated, we have to make a great effort to figure it out how we got your
emailadress and will be time consuming. We hope however, that you are not harmed
by it, otherwise we appreciate a reply. We thank you, for participating on the
'background'. If you want to be removed from the list, hereby we apologize.
======================================

Oene from Netherlands
Hello Gerard,
I'll send you the requested full moons. Thank you very much for making the
magazine.
Best regards, Oene

Answer
Hello Oene,

Thanks for sending me the Ephemeris related to the full moon phases to 50 BC and
100 AD. That I didn’t think about this! Somebody else also already pointed it out to
us. G.
======================================

Sequel Main theme: homosexuality by Wilfried Schlätz
1. Our soul = our daily-I has to take a test on this earth, in other words

a test of freedom of the will in this world, in order to achieve fully
godlikeness while in all the world's stimulating matters [ sexual
drive ], has made to a full self-denying skill.
2.

Jesus by Jakob Lorber(JL):

[GGJ.10_017,07] […] However, to the soul of man a free will is given,
and the law is revealed to him so that he would accept it and conform his
will to it and would live and act accordingly in order to become in this
way completely similar to God, which is his destiny.
[GGJ.10_017,08] However, in this world of development, only a very
little part of the law of the divine order has been entrusted to the soul to
observe. If he is loyal in that small part, he also will be set over great
things, but not before he has come to such great skill in the small
part of the law of order - which has been revealed to him - that it has
become completely his own as if inborn. For otherwise he cannot
attain in himself to the inner awareness of his free independence and
can thus also not discern all the things that the divine will can do in him
and through him.
[GGJ.10_017,09] […] do not need to give you any further proof of what I,
who am also a man, can achieve through the full power of the divine will.
Once you will have come to a great skill to observe the divine will, which
you fully came to know here, and also to deny yourself of all the lusts
of the world that seduce you, then you also will be aware in yourself
what kind of power your soul has received.

[GGJ.10_017,11] […] God does not need to test man in all manners and
put him to the proof to convince Himself if he is already capable for a
great and important position, for He always knows very clearly how much
progress a soul has made in his inner life’s completion. But let the soul
examine himself to know how far he has progressed in all selfdenial for what concerns the enticements for the lusts of this world,
how far he entirely has become one with the chosen and actively
observed will of God and if he is still a bungler or maybe already a
master, and then God the Lord will not hesitate to make the power of His
will known in him.
3. Originally on Earth there must not have existed an animalistic
procreation at all but like at Saturn a full sex free conception.

4. Jesus through JL:
[Sa.01_038,13] How do Saturnites procreate? - Through the sole love
and the firm will, exactly as it could have occurred on earth if only
man had not fallen away from Me before I could bless him. – through
alone the Love and through the fixed will.
[Sa.01_038,14] When a man on Saturn wishes to procreate, he presents
himself with his wedded wife to the eldest (a man on Saturn never has
more than one wife). The eldest blesses him in the name of the Great
Spirit, upon which the man and his wife fall to the ground and fervently
ask the Great Spirit for the awakening of a living fruit.
[Sa.01_038,15] When they have completed their supplication, the man
takes his wife into his arms, presses her against his heart and gives her
one kiss on the forehead, one kiss on the mouth, and one kiss on the
bosom, whereupon he places his right hand on her body and fixates her
with his will. This is the complete procedure of procreation, during which
the man and woman both perceive a truly heavenly, pure love which
inspires them and makes them overly cheerful for the longest time.
5. After ADAM and EVE became renegades from God, because they
had performed first a non blessed animal procreation against the will of
God and thereby the immature nature soul (Kain = Cahin) has
incarnated, the animal procreation only was still possible on Earth:

6. Jesus through JL:

[GGJ.03_066,02] Now if a man and a woman are of a similar nature in
their hearts and in their souls, they should then take part in this act of
reproduction, wedded and according to the order that is easy to find in
nature, in order to achieve a living fruit in their image; more than is
necessary for this goes against the order of God and of nature and
therefore is an evil and a sin, which is not much better than those of
Sodom and Gomorrah!
7. Because neither two men for themselves or two women for
themselves nor a single man for only himself can conceive a new
human, thus every other sexual activity except in mark: (6) defined
sexual act of a man with a woman for the sole purpose of procreation of
a new human being, is against of the order of God and of nature and
also an evil and a sin, that is not much better than the dumb of
Sodom and Gomorrah!

8.Jesus through JL:
[GGJ.04_230,01] (The Lord:) “However, with regard to the virtuousness
of the flesh and life and a true maiden chastity, there does not exist
another nation on earth, which upholds this virtue more than these
blacks, and to whom the vice of prostitution, lewdness and immorality is
more foreign than again these moors.
[GGJ.04_230,02] But this is also something of the biggest importance of
life; because if the white people would avoid this vice and perform the
coitus only to awaken a fruit in the body of an orderly women, I say
to you: There would be not one among you who at least would not be
clairvoyant! However, as it is customary among you, the man as well
as the woman squanders the best forces by the often daily
exhaustion of the most noble and soul related juices of life and
therefore does not have any supply left, whereby finally a
continuously intensified light could be building up in the soul!

9.Jesus through JL:
[GGJ.08_041,06] However, a man who is not married with a woman, but
is only living his lustful life with cohabitants is as evil and often even
more evil than many weak adulterer, for he harms not only his own soul
but also the souls of his sensual cohabitants. Such people are already in

this world preparing for themselves a wicked and bitter fate, and an even
worse and bitterer fate in the beyond, for by their way of life they have
wasted almost all ethereal life elements of the soul!
[GGJ.08_041,07] He who, according to My teaching desires a quick and
complete rebirth in the spirit of his soul, needs to live a life that is as
chaste as possible and should not let himself be charmed and seduced
by the flesh of young and adult women, for this draws the life of the soul
outwardly and by that he prevents greatly the awakening of the spirit in
the soul, without which however no complete rebirth of the soul in his
spirit is imaginable or possible!
[GGJ.08_041,08] A good marriage that is combined with reason, wisdom
and self-denial does not hinder the spiritual rebirth, but lewdness and
lust makes it impossible. Therefore, avoid these more than the pest!
10. This applies to all married couples, including all gay couples! If
homosexual couples wanted to achieve mental and spiritual rebirth, they
also have to avoid hornyness and lust evenmore like the plague!
Because they can not produce children they had to aspire, in their daily
self-denial, to live their life absolutely chaste and free of sex and had to
bring down all worldly lust stimuli (sex drive ) to the number (1)!
11. When in an earthly marriage or in a life of a gay community one
partner psychologically loves the other to much, i.e. more than he loves
Jesus, he has made his beloved partner an idol and is not worth the
Lord:

12. Jesus at Matthäus:
10,37 Whoever loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me, and whoever loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy
of me.
10,38 And whoever does not take his cross and follow me is not
worthy of me.
13.Jesus at Luk:
14,26 "If anyone comes to me and does not hate his own father and
mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his
own life, he cannot be my disciple.

14,27 Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot
be my disciple.

14. Jezus through JL:
RB. 02_157, 12 = Heaven and Hell] 'The pure love for the woman is
self-love!, Because those who let himself get carried away so far by the
love for the woman that besides the love of neighbor and love of God
becomes a burden, loves himself in the person of the woman!
Therefore don’t get excessively carried away by the charming
appearance of a woman, otherwise you perish in the weakness of the
woman, while the woman still needs to pull herself up to your strength to
become one being with you and in you! As you love a particular feature
of your own being, love the woman likewise, may she become one with
you! But do love God above all, may you in such mighty love be reborn
as true free citizen of God's purest heaven forever and your wife as one
being with you!'
15. A coexistence of two men or two women is only possible in the order
of God, if they live as good boyfriends and good girlfriends together
without any sexual act and each loves Jesus more than anything and
sees his partner as his neighbour, as he had to love himself!
======================================

Wilfried from Belgium
Dear Gerard,
Hereby I give notice you that I do not wish to receive your J. L. any longer.
With best regards, Wilfried - ingelseeckhout@telenet.be

Answer
Dear Wilfried,
The reason why you have already indicated in the december issue of 2015. We wish
you all the best and succes on your path of life and may the Lord protect you. G.

======================================

Hans van der Heij from The Netherlands
Best Gerard,
The quotations about the devil and satan are very clear but I believe there is an
important point that is not mentioned. In other words, I think Lucifer is not evil itself,
although that it seems to come forward from the quotations. The drawing of a devils
person, in the quoted texts, strengthens this suggestion tremendously. But according
to me is assumed wrongly.
Lucifer is first succumbed to the temptation to God's order of the true love. He
became proud, domineering and with this he ignored his commandment: ýou will –
and - you will not’. [GGJ2-224-3], because he was tempted by his own free will-he
has failed God’s commandments. And this is how he became the prodigal son. In
other words, the temptation to leave Gods order by choice was a big mistake. That is
the actual cause whereby someone can become a devil.
This is our common problem. Also we daily face choices e.g: Do I give room to the
spirit of pride to feel superior than my fellow man? Do I envy my fellow man? Am I
proud of the things I know, I can? Am I going to persuit even more money? Even
More luxury? Power? Lust? If I permit such thoughts and feelings and give no honor
to God or acknowledge that I am weak and need His help and strength to recognize
and restrain my weakness, then I have already fallen to the temptation for example,
proud, jealous, wealth, chic, power,and being lustful.
The same applies equally to hate, annoyance, feel victimized, be pathetic, anger, you
name it. According to me, this is what it is all about.The point is that we (learn to) see
of ourselves- This is introspection in practice to me - In what situation am I proud?
When I'm proud? Why do I hate my fellow man? As soon as I start hating somebody,
I instantly kill my love for that other person within me. Then I have been tempted to
leave God's order of true love. When I am going on with it my whole earthly life, and I
do not want to change my behavior? Then I go further as a "devil" on the other side.
There I will receive new lessons from our merciful Father Divine to learn what true
love is. And there we have an infinite amount of time! J.
A support to this point of view I find here in GGJ-5-125: 1-2 (the need to examine
themselves)
[GGJ.05_125,01] (The Lord) ―So then do act accordingly; make every effort and
check everything to see whether you have forgotten something, so that in the end
you will not have to say: Look here, I have now done everything for a full ten or
twenty years that the new teaching directed me to do, yet I am still in the same spot
and feel within me no special enlightenment or a so-called eternal life! What is still
lacking?
[GGJ.05_125,02] That is why I tell you: Check very carefully to see whether some
strong thoughts of worldly advantage have not assailed your heart, whether temporal
arrogance, a certain too extreme thriftiness – a younger sister of avarice – ambition,

sense of judgment, bossiness, salaciousness and the like have not captured your
heart and thereby also your soul! As long as that is the case for one or another, he
will not attain to the promise, that is, to its complete fulfillment for him.
And this quote from GGJ 4, 83:8
Who wants to examine himself, if his meekness is completely perfected, should ask
his heart if he still can be offended by anything, and if he can easily forgive his
greatest offenders and pursuers from the bottom of his heart, and do good to them
who harmed him, and if he does not have from time to time any desire for any worldly
magnificence, if he feels good about to be the smallest among the smallest, to serve
everyone with everything. W ho can do all this without sadness and grief, is already
here an inhabitant of the highest heaven of God and will remain as such forever;
because through such just humility, a soul does not only becomes one with her spirit,
but also to the greatest part the body.
How can I see whether I make progress or not?

GGJ 11, 51, Advices to ennoble the soul

[GGJ.11_51,04] … Examine your souls to see where there is still something impure
and cast it from you.
[GGJ.11_51,05] As long as you can discover a bad mood, irritation, discontent or
impure thoughts within you there will still be doubt which prevents the living faith
from gaining strength. All these bad habits are alien to the spirit. That is why it
cannot permeate the soul, which must divest itself of all this spontaneously.”
I wonder if you can share this view.
With kind regards,
Hans de Heij

Answer
Dear Hans,
What is ‘the evil’ exactly 'according to you'. When Lucifer is not actual all "evil"
himself? Indeed, he is the prodigal son who can return if he wants to. As humans we
all make many countless mistakes against the order of the Godness. In somway,
therefore, those who have strayed from the path, ‘have lost the divine spirit within
themself', but to return is always possible. If the "lost" follow the right path again, he
will return like a 'lost son’ to God, who lovingly embraces him. However Lucifer has
such great power - equal to God, that he is able to solve the whole Earth and all its
creature and the universe in an instant, if God Himself would not prevent this! Do not
underestimate his strength, which slumbers in all forms of matter and in human
thoughts. Perhaps the following quotes may clarify a few things here.
[Earth and Moon-1-56-3] But since this spirit had such a high designation, to be
a second god next to Me, he had to pass, in accordance with his designation, the
test of freedom. And as you know, he did not pass, because he wanted to rise above
the divinity.

[Earth and Moon-1-56-4] It was over a matter of rank that this spirit opposed the
divinity. Since this spirit could never be allowed to rule, he became enraged and
conceived the intention of annihilating the divinity. He would not have lacked the
power for such a deed had not the divinity, in her eternal wisdom, severely
imprisoned this mutineer and all his parts at the proper time. It may seem
amazing that such power existed in this spirit as to enable him to resist the eternal
divinity successfully. But the matter will be more readily understood when you
consider that the divinity placed in this spirit, a complete second I,” which,
although created in time, was placed opposite the divinity with equal power in all
realms of infinity.
[Earth and Moon-1-56-5] This spirit, into which the divinity herself had concentrated
her light, was propagated throughout the whole of infinity. That is why it would have
been possible for him to seize and eliminate the divinity everywhere. Delusions of
power awoke in him great vanity and self-complacency in his light and in his
infinite sublimity and power. He thereby forgot his Creator, the eternal divinity, and
became inflamed in his impudence and hardened himself. At this point the divinity
seized his specific being, formed out of him celestial bodies through out the
whole of infinity, and eventually shackled his spirit in the most restrictive
manner, and banished him to the depths of the Earth.
[Earth and Moon-1-56-6] In this position, this spirit is no longer Satana but Satan,
because he freed himself from the eternal divine order. That means having the same
pole as the divinity. You are aware of the fact that the same poles repel each other.
Herein lies the reason that this being is now the farthest and the most opposite
from the divinity. And there it in are also his terrestrial anger
Recurring to your important additional information that is sent to us, can be concluded – what
a devil is [a demon!] that all are split-off parts [attributes] of Satana,-now called Satan – We
see it and have seen it in nature – millions of years ago – these split-off particles have also
incarnated as giantic animals on the Earth [when the people did not exist yet]. We found
remains in the sea 2000 years ago, even in the sea of Galilee – eg. the so called Leviathan.
All those features [split-offs of Satana’s life] still existist in the people. In the whole matter.
The man therefore characterizes the good and the not-good features. The Earth is our
purpose as a test and training school. How do we handle this?

GGJ6-199-14-17] Said also I with a fully serious expression: “I have showed you the
reason clear and true. Why do you ask Me any further?! Yes, I then will also tell you
further what you are, since you have asked Me about it! Know, whose children you
are: You are children of the father of devils! He was a murderer from the
beginning and did not passed the truth; since the truth was never in him (in matter). If
this spirit, who is your father, speaks lies, he speaks of his own; since he was always
a liar and a father of lies.” {Joh.08,44}
There is a big difference between Lucifer [Satan] and the Devil. If you refer your
conclusion from one of both, then it becomes a complete different story.
The Lord was 'tested three times' by Satan, before started His mission in Palestine,
on the Mount of temptation, near Lake Galilee. [so, exactly 40 days after his 30th

birthday] The Satan appeared to him in shape of an old wise man. [Magician]. This
story can be read in the Big John's Gospel-9-134, [GGJ9-134] where the Lord talks
about his seducion by an arch-devil, who – as later revealed – was Satan himself.
[see also Matthew 4:1-11]. All differential facts between Satan and Devil are here
summerised together in one story. The spiritual meaning of this story we read also in
Sermons of the Lord, chapter 13.
That Satan has the evil in it self , the Lord will accentuates in:
[Earth-and-Moon_056,10] […] Although they are “students of Satan,” there is still a
vast difference between Satan and them, because only their souls are evil, their
spirits remaining pure, even though severely incarcerated, whilst the spirit of Satan
is the actual evil. It can therefore happen that all devils can be saved before
Satan, in his final fall, attains the fullest of maturity in evil.
You’ve accentuated the following points in an enlightening way:
[1] This is the actual cause, whereby one can become a devil.
[2] The point is that we (learn to) see ourselves - I think this is introspection
into practice! And here Hans you describe exactly what concerns myself, you and
every other person.
[3] You refer in contextof self-examination, to texts GGJ-5-125 [ 1.2 ] and GGJ 483 [ 8 ].
I see it as a nice addition and also very touching, that every man has to struggle
when he does’nt want to live as a future 'angel'-human. I thank you for this lovely
addition and useful contribution. G
======================================

Jalobo from The Netherlands
Dear Gerard,
Today I spent a lot of time to your website and to the bulletins. Put me also on the
mailing list. I have been reading along for a while. But, your website encourages me
to continue to publish on my Web site again. Also, I make animation films since last
year, in which I preview God's message to man in a humerous way. See for exampel
these links:
Jesus in the temple: http://youtu.be/A9o-upNsYI8
Johns choice: https://youtu.be/vwg7558Xbfk
Johns choice (same film in English): (http://www.muvizu.com/Video/44875/Johns-choice
Explanation Genesis 1: http://youtu.be/2rSQdhTUKlk
See for example www.jalobo.nl

Answer
Dear Jalobo,
We thank you for the interesting links you’ve added. We looked at your website with
great pleasure. -very well organized. What matters is that you can send out the

message. There are people, to whom images are more appealing, however others
are reached better through the ratio. Something for everyone! So this has really
impressed me. Gladly we put you on the mailinglist. We hope, that you will produce
lot more animation films. Fantastic! G.

HOMOSEXUALITY
Homosexuality -The theme homosexuality viewed from Jakob Lorber,
Swedenborg – and related to the Bible, that very clear about this subject.
The Lord: ‘Behold, the pure thought in your head about things which are still
concealed by the dark future before your spirit, can be compared to a man who
wants to procreate a living fruit in a man as he can do it in a woman, which at
the same time would also be the largest sinful fornication!’ [Household of God03_031, 13] [Note: read the previous and successive texts here, for not losing sight
of the context!]
Jakob Lorber describes, among other things, a quote about the early youth of Zorel,
who had sexually sinned several times:
‘You, Zorel, was in this regard also not very pure; since already as a boy you
were afflicted with all kind of impurities and was an irritating example for your
fellow youth mates’. […] GGJ.04_080,18]
But despite all this I notice that there still exists a lot of fleshly lecherousness
in you. I especially draw your attention to this point in which you should be very
careful; once you are stuck in a somewhat better life, your flesh which is full of holes
will start to stir in its still by far not cured fragility, and you will have your troubles to
calm it and to finally heal its old fragility completely. Therefore be aware of any
immoderateness; since in immoderateness dwells the seed of carnal lust! Be
therefore moderate in everything, and never allow yourself to be tempted to
immoderation with regard to eating and drinking, otherwise you will have a hard time
to tame your flesh! [GGJ.04_080,19]
[Note]: A homo defended homosexuality in a Dutch religious book and he
discribed that the following famous biblical passage can be read differently in this
context in: 2 Sam. 1:26, where David exclaimed his lament about his best friend
Jonathan: 'Your love for me was wonderful, more wonderful than that of
women.’ His comment: 'One can translate the passage differently, i.e. >loving you
was more miraculous to me than loving women?< ...
The Bible displays in many parts, why homosexuality is not allowed. Deuteronomy
22:5: ‘It is not right for a woman to be dressed in man's clothing, or for a man to put on a
woman's robe: whoever does such things is disgusting to the Lord your God’.

However, nowadays it has become a common thing. Transvestites dressing up like
woman [and vice versa] or people undergoing gender reassignment. A theme that
falls within homosexuality or lesbianism. [Deut. 22:5]
======================================

[Remark: because this Main theme is so important,
especially now in this time of ‘spiritual Fall’, something
about homosexuality will be written in the March edition!]
Suggestions for the following themes:
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